Sean Han

Long Term Care Pharmacy Technician

seanhan461@gmail.com
(123) 456-7890
Denver, CO
LinkedIn

Expert Certiﬁed Pharmacy Technician specializing in Long Term Care and
Senior Communities. Bringing 13 years of dedicated patient support,
customer service excellence, and pharmacology knowledge to provide
highly eﬃcient processes and inventory management while never
compromising patient safety.

Work Experience
Denver North Care Center - Long Term Care Pharmacy Technician
2017 - current
Denver, CO
Triage, interpret, and accurately input orders into computerized medication order system while meeting (and often
exceeding) productivity standards of the pharmacy unit. Audits input versus documentation and makes
corrections as needed before fulﬁllment to ensure patient safety.
Fulﬁlls all medication orders (existing and new) with patient safety as priority one. Delivers medications to the
units' nursing staﬀ.
Thorough inventory management including receiving and processing wholesaler medication orders through
veriﬁcation of medication stock and maintaining accurate inventory records.
Maintain the Cubex machines on each ﬂoor including restock medication and supplies to ensure inventory
availability and ease of use for the units' nursing staﬀ.
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·
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Montage Hills Senior Living - Long Term Care Pharmacy Technician
2012 - 2017
Denver, CO
Accurately prepared and administered medication to all assigned ﬂoors of the long-term care facility by following
the precise directions from the physician orders.
Maintained the medication room and medication inventory for the facility to ensure proper inventory rotation,
appropriate ordering, and low overhead.
Maintained and audited medication administration records by following medication policies to ensure highest
patient safety and quality care.
Assisted the Care Team with resident care by understanding patient service plans and assisting with daily activities
for a comprehensive high-quality patient experience.
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Locam Valley Retirement Center - Pharmacy Technician
2008 - 2012
Accurately processed incoming medication orders within the senior community.
Assisted patients in minimizing medical expenses by recommending generic alternatives.
Monitored ordering of medication stock to maintain streamlined inventory and low overhead.
Processed and prepared billing for the patient's insurance company.
Excellent customer service to ensure a friendly and helpful experience.
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Denver, CO

Education
New Brunswick High School - Diploma
2004 - 2008

Skills
Accountable, Time Management, Dependable, Adaptable, Written Communication, Personable

Certiﬁcations

·

Certiﬁed Pharmacy Technician (CPhT) - PTCB

New Brunswick, NJ

